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About This Game

***Not Compatible with Mac OS 10.8.x and above***

Agent Nelson Tethers just solved the biggest case of his career. So why isn't he satisfied? There’s still the case of a missing
eraser factory foreman, a whispering madness is still creeping from mind to mind, and a troubling recurrence of... creatures... is

lurking into the town.
 The FBI's Department of Puzzle Research has marked the case closed -- are they sweeping it under the rug? Or worse, do they
not even care? Worried that the case will languish forever unsolved, Tethers must go rogue and venture back to the eerie town

of Scoggins, Minnesota to solve the mystery of "the Hidden People" once and for all.

Key features:

Sequel to the award winning Puzzle Agent (PC Gamer’s Game of the Year, IGN’s Best of E3, etc)

Creepy puzzle adventure with mystery and dark humor

Wider variety of intuitive yet challenging puzzles
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I just love this game, I just love it, the system is by far better than Civilizations V or VI, better multiplayer, better balance
system, better combat... I will always recommend this game but I do hope they fix the AI, it's just annoying every time.. This is
a very good game. Make some DLC's with more songs and extra content for me to buy.. Hello, I would like to compliment you
on the game you have created. It is truly a masterpiece with interesting gameplay and a compelling story. I can't wait to continue
playing future updates!

-Jared Hutchison. Kinda expensive but good building and fun little side mission the assesory could be better. Pretty poor overall.
Fractured, disjointed narrative that succeeds in crafting lots of questions with little in the way of answers, so instead of intrigue
you have confusion. Really not sure why this gets a horror tag as there is nothing scary or horrific about this in the slightest.
Most of their focus seems to have been on episode 4 as the game started advertising scenes from it before I'd even completed
episode 3! But even that episode is hardly stellar. And there doesn't seem to be much hope of a fifth episode coming out to
resolve all these questions, and even if it did it's too little too late. While the dialogue is usually decently voice acted, the script is
poor and the scattered notes are by and large uninteresting and rife with grammar and spelling mistakes. And graphically the
game is not great. There's some decent animation but the faces fall square into the uncanny valley spectrum with weird glassy
eyes. The bizarre default field of view took some getting used to as well. Puzzles were a mixed bag - most in the ok category
with few being really memorable.
Really not worth your time or effort. 2 stars.. This is the theme park game I really needed in my life! Although I wouldn't call
this game simple, it does offer the laid back feeling I always had with the Roller Coaster Tycoon games that I don't get from
others like Planet Coaster. I'm not a super creative or detailed builder, so the art style and mechanics are really enjoyable for
me. I think this is a must-have if you love theme park building and management!. Golden water and white water bois ;)
And also some taunts...\u200b. Yeah, no, I suck and don't like this.. All of life is irrelevant now. All that matters now is the
soda... Praise the soda, drink the soda, savior the soda. Do it all. Soda is your new love. Soda is your new life. Soda is everything
you will ever care about. Delicious, refreshing soda. Forget everyone you've ever known in your life. Your only friend now is
soda. Drinking soda is your new hobby. Drinking soda is your life.

Drink soda forever.

Drink soda now.

Get this game and change your life for the better.. As others have said, this is a complete rip off and should never have seen the
light of day. Seems to be a re-skinned version of the game from a decade ago, with some of the functionality taken out. The is
no depth to it at all and I can't believe they weren't aware of the game breaking bugs on release day. Steam needs to take action
to protect consumers from scams like this.
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I recieved it as apart of the Kombat Pack and was very dissapointed... Whenever I enable the Predator DLC every single word is
replaced with "bug_me". The first thing that actually surprised me about this game is how motion sickness is handled : you
climb, etc. and yet, at least for me, I did no feel the kind of dizziness I felt with, for example skyrim (which is aweful). So I
reckon there's tremendous work done on this part and that is really enjoyable.

The physics is great, immesion aswell since the graphics are really good (if your computer can handle it that is).

The only bad point, and I believe it was mentionned, is the stupidity of the AI, you basically kill waves of enemy who show no
sign of attack plan. The difficulty just changes the number of foes and not how they behave. But that's really the only thing I do
not like and considering it is still early access : Go for it, you won't regret it. I adore the characters and writing in this universe -
yes it is a very short game, but it was a perfect treat for my afternoon and my money feels well-spent since I hope to see more
frog detective cases in the future!!. Anyone who purchases this DLC - I admire your optimism.
 Good Luck! :). WOAH this is a bugfest at this point! For example: Start crafting ANYTHING and then click a
different symbol and that\u00b4s what you\u00b4ll get in the inventory! Or go near the yacht, not only can you not
enter it but also it will make your framerate drop to 1fps... or hit things with a axe and see how nothing happens! Cmon
m8 I understand it is EA but these are very basic things that arent EA worthy... all the basic things should be in order,
even for a EA release!

Ill give it a thumbs up for now because I don\u00b4t want to ruin your chances but I\u00b4ll be watching like a hawk if
that\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665gets sorted soon or not.. Doom might be timeless but this wad pack is not.
The front end and methodology is super dated from a time when it was hard to get internet access, and the maps
themselves have many now-dated techniques. Also, hiding keys in secrets, which I hate. Outside of some decent maps
from Tim Willits and Dr Sleep there's not much here.. What a strange place i have been. more than worth the visit. and
i am more than thankful for the story that this beautiful place told me. all of these game feel so lovecraft. and i adore
it. not over bearing monsters that can not be sermounted, but more of his macabre works (think more "the terrible old
man", and "rats in the walls")

I love this type of game. this type of trip. it makes me so very happy to see, and i will love love love to see more.. how do
u restart the game??. I've waited years for this game to release!

Can't wait for the sequel "Amazing Phonebox Jigsaws - The Awakening"

If you're looking for amazing wildlife pictures that you have to put together yourself I can't fault this game, It does
just that.. This is a pretty neat little "Advanced Wars" inspired, tactical turn-based game, with a ton of potential.

It's still in Early Access, so a few bugs are to be expected. The core mechanics are fun. The campaign mode is very
short at present, but gives a good introduction to the simple, but fairly well-balanced mechanics. Online multiplayer
games are hard to find this early in the release. Creating a Versus match against the AI is the best way to get a feel for
what the full game might be like, and provides enough maps (5 of them) and opponents (3 commanders with different
powers) to keep things interesting.

I'm excited to see how this game grows with a community behind it. So many of the games I love have evolved from
humble beginnings into amazing and unique gaming experiences, thanks to the input and support of Early Access. If
you like turn-based strategy games, this is a great chance to support a small, indie dev team and be a part of the
process.
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